
Find the LettersFind the LettersFind the LettersFind the Letters
Quick QuestionsQuick QuestionsQuick QuestionsQuick QuestionsCan you solve each riddle and establish the letters that 

make the word?

My first letter is in lair, banana and ally
My second is the initial of he with one eye
My third is merely a repeat of the last
While my fourth is in pest but not in past
My fifth letter is thirteenth in the alphabet
My sixth begins banana and also baguette
My seventh is the letter doubled in yellow
My final is second in the name of this fellow: 

10 
13

22 
32 
41 
51 
59 
66 
74 
84 
 
96

110 
121

Answer:  

Clue 1: To gather together in one place for a common purpose.

Clue 2: It is the root word of the name used in many schools 
for when children from different classes meet, often in a hall.

2. Where do most schools often hold assemblies? 

 

3. What is the purpose of the illustration at the bottom  
of the page? 

  

 

4. Explain why the author uses the word ‘merely’ within 
the third line of the riddle.  

  

 

1. Which of the following is not a synonym of ‘assemble’?  
Tick one.  
 congregate

disperse

collect

convene
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Find the LettersFind the LettersFind the LettersFind the Letters
Can you solve each riddle and establish the letters that 
make the word?

My first letter is in lair, banana and ally
My second is the initial of he with one eye
My third is merely a repeat of the last
While my fourth is in pest but not in past
My fifth letter is thirteenth in the alphabet
My sixth begins banana and also baguette
My seventh is the letter doubled in yellow
My final is second in the name of this fellow: 

10 
13

22 
32 
41 
51 
59 
66 
74 
84 
 
96

110 
121

Answer: assemble

Clue 1: To gather together in one place for a common purpose.

Clue 2: It is the root word of the name used in many schools 
for when children from different classes meet, often in a hall.

2. Where do most schools often hold assemblies? 

in a hall

3. What is the purpose of the illustration at the bottom  
of the page? 
The illustration shows Minions assembling which is a 
clue to the answer to the riddle, which is ‘assemble’.

4. Explain why the author uses the word ‘merely’ within 
the third line of the riddle.  
The author used the word ‘merely’ because it shows 
that the reader only has to look at the last line and 
doesn’t have to solve a riddle to work out the letter.

1. Which of the following is not a synonym of ‘assemble’?  
Tick one.  
 congregate

disperse

collect

convene
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